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e Of the many tasks which face the student of Chinese,
mastering the Chinese writing system is one of the most for-
midable. To learn to read Chinese, the student must accom-
@ plish several things. He must learn to recognize individual
‘ characters and to associate them with their proper Chinese
sounds and native language equivalents; he must be able to
distinguish one character from another; he must be able to
. l identify words or combinations composed of two or more char-
A acters, where the meaning of the word or phrase may be
\ different from that of the individual characters themselves;
and finally he must be able to read groups of words, phrases
sentences, and paragraphs, so as to comprehend the overall
meaning of characters in context.
All of the Chinese characters are composed of a basic
number of strokes, which in.turn are organized into larger
v repeatable units known as components. These components are
then spatially arranged in various ways to make up the
i final characters. However, since there is a relatively
; small number of components which frequently occur in
different characters, and since there is also a small nnm~
ber of basic spatial arrangements for these components
within characters, many characters are similar in their
overall form. (These are to be known as Similar Form
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Characters er SFC's,) This similarity can cause contusion
for the student of Chinese and can lead to difficulties in
character recognition and discrimination as well as reading
comprehension. To help the student to better identify and
remember characters, a character contrast method can be
used, inwhich the student is shown groups of characters
A which are felt to be particularly confusing, due to their
similar form. These SFC's will aid the student by enabling
him not only to see those areas which are similar among a
group of characters, but also to recognize those distinctive,
features of a particular character which distinguish it
from other similar ones.
A
Many educators and teachers of Chinese have recognized
the usefulness of contrasting SFC's as an aid to character
rec@snition- In the boek, 2Ais2s2_QEsrs2i22a_§ssilz_Qna1!lsi
edited by Henry C. Fenn, for example, various groups ct
SFC's are set up for use by studentsel Similarly, in the
i presentation of individual characters.in Mat§!§!' Chinese-
Qgglish Dictionary, SFC's are occasionally presented, the
reader being asked to distinguish between enem.2 Both er
these books show how SFC's can be used as teaching aids,
4
1Henry C. Penn, ed., Ch ese Characters Easil
Confused (New Haven: InstiFE%e of Far Eastern IEE§%ages,Ifversity , 1955).
aarvard University Press, Mathews‘ Chinese-%aElish  













but the character contrasts which they present are of limi-
ted practical use for beginning students of Chinese, since
they often include more "advanced" characters, namely those
which a student would probably not encounter in the early
stages of character learning.5
SFC's can be organized and geared specifically for
beginning students, however, as has been done by Shau Wing
Chan in his Chinese Reader for Beginners. Here Chan uses
SFC's in certain review exercises, where he asks the student
to discriminate certain similar characters previously
studied.4 However, in other, more widely~used beginning
texts for reading Chinese, such as Beginning Chinese Reader
by John DeFrancis, SFC contrasts are not shown;5 and hence
the student must either do without them or have them sup-
plied by his teacher. It was through my own personal exper-
ience studying and teaching the DeFrancis reading texts
that I discovered many similar characters in them. I found
that not only could these SFC's interfere with my own char~
acter recognition, but by comparing those characters which
were found to be similar, I could improve my retention of
individual characters.
5Ibid.; Fenn.
4Shau Wing Chan, C ese Reader for Be inners,withExercises in wr t an a- or niversity:
o n vers y ress, , pp. 58, 77, 118, 157, 199,
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rs As the need appeared substantial then, for SEC contrasts
which could be used by students of the DeFrancis Readlr..
series, especially beginners, I undertook to develop an
SFC contrast booklet for the first Reader in the series,
namely Beginning Chinese Reader (QQQ). It is the principles
used in the construction of such a booklet, as well as the
















II. TYPES OF FORM SIMILARITY AMONG CHARACTERS
Similarity in character form can be manifest in two
basic ways. First there is stroke or component similarity,
where two or more characters have the same or similar stroke
or components in common. Secondly, there is "proportional"
similarity, where the constituent components of two respec-
I tive characters are geometrically arranged in the same
i manner in each. Any two SFO's may have one or both of these
A‘ kinds of similarity.
t SFC's with stroke or component similarity may be
described in several different ways.
 
First, two SFC's can
possess the same component (e.g.,'ta_, and QB; with Z,
in common, or and -g-F with F in common). Second,
SFC's can possess the same component, where the individual
I component is also a character by itself (e.g., and‘?
\
with 4* in common, or ?- and f’ with f‘ in common).
There are also SFC's which contain all the same strokes
or components, but which have these elements organized dif-
'7% ferently within them (e.g., Z] and j] with '1, / in
common, or L and E} with '7,L_, in common). (Here a
‘ comma (,) separates different strokes or components, such
as 17 , L, .) In the above and in subsequent discussions,
"same" strokes or components are those, which in spite of
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are recognized as the same. For instance, the componenti
is recognized as the same in both characters g andi ,
B
even though in the latterIE , the component Lhas a
longer final stroke. Similarly, the component I is
1:
recognized as the same in the characters E and 8 ,
ZIIJQ
even though the size of the component is different in
each of the characters.
SFC's can also possess components, strokes, or even
parts of strokes, which, though they may not be the same,
are similar to each other. For example, the characters
2'-K and have similar right-side components, (Mk
and (2) k respectively. In both of these components
there are three strokes which are similar. These are the
second, third, and fourth strokes of component (1); and the
second, fifth, and sixth strokes of component (2). The
following diagram shows the areas of similarity (in black)
between the two components: and ’5-Q‘ (with X in
common). The left-side components of andirgz are
also similar, namely (3) %  and (4) ;’= , with 7L
shown in common (shown in black). Here, the common area
of similarity j’ , is composed of strokes as well as parts
of strokes. That is , the horizontal stroke ""' of j’
is a full stroke in both components (5) and (4), 1.0., ""
in % and if . However, the vertical portion ' of7|—
is a full stroke in (5) but only part of a stroke in (4),
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curved portion / of 7L’ is a full stroke in (4), but
ponly part of a stroke in (5), i.e., / in %'- vs. )’¢ .
\‘ (See page ll-6 for the total areas in common between
and  \ 0
‘The second main type of visual similarity among char-
acters is known as "proportional" similarity. Here, the
components of two SFC's are geometrically arranged in a
\ similar manner in each character. All characters can be
thought of as being placed in an imaginary square, with
their components occupying definite spaces within this
square. Characters with proportional similarity have their
respective components occupying roughly the same relative
spaces in the imaginary character square; that is, the
characters have become proportioned in the same way.
Quite often, two characters have proportional simi-
larity in addition to a more obvious stroke or component
l type of similarity. For example, besides the fact that
x and both have the component é in common,
the two characters are also similar because their components
A are arranged in the same way, namely as the right and left
; halves of a square [U , such as {El and .
A However, sometimes proportional similarity is the dominant
EH
type of similarity between two characters. For example,
kg and ié are visually confusing mainly because they
l possess the same physical arrangement of components, that is
A[H , as and 5 . (Otherwise, these two char-
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III. THE CONSTRUCTION OF A CHARACTER CONTRAST BOOKLET
\ The first step in the construction of a character
contrast booklet is the selection of groups of Similar Form
Characters (SFC's) which are felt to be particularly con~
\ fusing to students. In my own search for SFO's from
Beginning Chinese Reader (QQR), I was aided by my own
experience in studying the text, for I chose many SFC's
A which I had personally found confusing at one time or ‘
another. In addition, I sought out the opinions of students
and teachers alike, and received valuable suggestions from
them as to the inclusion or exclusion of certain SFO groups.
The scope of a character contrast booklet is important too,
‘ for one may find as I did that although two characters are
somewhat similar in form, they may not be readily confused
for one another, and hence are not desired to be included in
a character contrast booklet.-
' After the desired SFC's are selected, they are
arranged as a series of contrasting SFC pairs, which can
\ r
f be easily studied and read by students. These character
pairs are listed systematically, proceeding in order of the
lessons of the textbook for which the booklet is being
prepared. (Since a booklet was prepared for §Q§, all of
 
‘A the specific information from here on will refer to ggg.
A‘ However, all of the principles used in constructing the
Y
L
















v BCR booklet as well as the form of the final booklet itself,i .
are equally applicable to the construction of booklets for
other textbook Readers.)
For the ggg booklet, an SFC pair consists of both a
New Character ('NC'), which has been first presented in a
~ new lessong£CR and a Similar Form Character ('SFC') which
l has already been introduced in a previous BCR lesson. (See
>page 15.) By arranging character pairs lesson by lesson,
\
students can begin using the booklet at any time, regardless
of what lesson in QQE they are currently studying. In this
1 way, they can study all SFC contrasts pertaining to those
ggg lessons they have previously covered, up to and includ-
ing the lesson they are currently reading. The actual SFC
pairs, moreover, should be studied by students when they
are first going over the characters presented in a new ggg
lesson, so as to minimize possible SFC confusion.
The BCR booklet itself is presented as a series ofi
T double pages: a left-hand page which shows the actual
-
SFC pairs, and a right-hand page which shows in what ways
the two characters may be confused. The left-hand page, in,
T addition to showing the two similar characters, also shows
I
V the pronunciation of each in pinyin romanization. In
addition, the lesson numbers for the 'NC' and ‘SEC’ are
given (referred to as 'BCR Less. for NC‘ and 'BCR Less. for
SEC‘) as well as the most important English translations
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* are referred to as ‘English for NC‘ and ‘English for SFC'.)
($68 page 15 .)
The right-hand page of the booklet consists of three
columns. The first column shows the common areas of simi-
larity between the two characters and may consist of compo-
nents, strokes, or parts of strokes. (This column ii:
entitled ‘Areas of Similarity'.) In this column, the area(s
of similarity between the two characters are shown first,
in black. Underneath are shown the two characters, with
the common area(s) highlighted in black. Those portions of,
the two characters which are not similar to both are shown
in red, so as to contrast the two. For example, the common
area jfj of the characters jji and ’f_ is shown as
Iii . Similarly, the common areas §§
,"i ii   
and U of the characters and QED are shown asj
1 Q) p . (See page 76 .)
$‘€_i§_ 5"’
In the second column or the right-hand page is shown
the proportional similarity between the two SFC‘s. (This
column is entitled ‘Proportional Similarity‘.) First is
shown the basic geometric arrangement of components as
part of an imaginary character square. Underneath this is
" shown how the components of each character fit into this
“ , arrangement»
 i





For example, the pattern [U for the characters j and}Q is shown as [U . (See page 48 .)
IEli!
The third column shows additional ways in which SFC‘s
may be confused. (This column is entitled ‘Additional
Confusion‘ .) This column was included in the booklet
because it was found, upon analysis of all the SFO pairs,
that many characters contained other common elements in
addition to their similar form; and it was felt that these
elements might be additional sources of confusion for the
student. For example, many pairs of SFC‘s were found-. to
have the same pronunciation (that is, were homophones) or
quite similar pronunciations, and this fact was noted in the
‘Additional Confusion‘ column. (For example, and é,
have the same pronunciation, and\ and Q; have simi-
lar pronunciations.) (See pages 80 in 72.) SFC pairs
were also found which had similar grammatical functions or
similar meanings, and when these situations occurred, they
were also noted. For example, and are both
anpersonal pronouns. (See page 16 .) Also, and %
mai m i
are both transitive verbs with similar meanings (‘buy‘ and
‘sell’ respectively); and they both form similar verb-object
(V.-e-O) compounds, such as ‘mai-sh‘ (buy books) and 'm'ai-shT1'
(sell books). (See page 22.) The final item which was
noted in the ‘Additional Confusion‘ column was the
=
A n
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‘Same lesson,‘ if the two SFC's were presented in the same




two SFC's would be first learned by the student at approxi-
mately the same time, and this might make it more difficult
ifor him to distinguish between the two characters. (For
A example '=:-"'5 and are both presented in lesson 9 of
§Q§; and.J% and igg pare both presented in lesson 44 of
_1_§_Q§. (See pages 20 and 74 .)
how they contrast and how they may be confused with each
other, the booklet for BCR contains a series of review exer-‘
discriminating SFC pairs in context. These exercises are
q arranged by unit, in the same manner as the units of BCR;
which have already been presented in each BCR unit). In
- has been closely correlated with the grammatical patterns 1
w presented in the corresponding lessons of Beginning Chinese.“
’ U/L»
In addition to presenting pairs of SFC's and showing
cises, designed to give the student practice in reading and
and each group of exercises contains only those characters
and vocabulary items which are familiar to the student (i.e.,
addition, the sentence structure of each set of exercises
(The correspondence of Beginning Chinese lessons to BCR i
lessons which was followed was the same as that described













Y '- ‘by DeFrancis in his preface to Part I of BOR, namely a table
suggesting which lessonsci BCR should be studied after which
ilessons of Beginning Chinese.7 ) The review exercises
i?shou1d be read by the student only after he has finished
i studying all of the lessons of the appropriate unit of BCR,
isince each unit group of exercises contains characters and
vocabulary which occur throughout that particular BCR unit.
Each group of review exercises in the booklet has
been presented with Chinese characters on the left, and the
equivalent pihzip romanization and English translation on
U the right. It is suggested that the student read the exer-
~ A cises in characters, and use the pinjin and English only
to check his comprehension, or for further reference. As a
A further aid to character recognition and discrimination,
7 the two SFC's which are used in each exercise are written
in red (or underlined in the pinjin).
r 7John DeFrancis, Beginning Chinese Reader, Part I5
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UNIT I Review Exercises, Lessons 1-§
. tiir_gg (an aborigine, a native)I
.b.-¢!;¢a¢. (big knife, sword) i
b. rénli (manpower)
American. Are you an American?)
4. g Xiinsheng, ni h§oig§? (How are you, Mr. Ma?)
pg onéng Shin shi Zhongguo 1-én 952 (Is Ma chnnshan
iChinese?)
II:
. dnggg (big knife, sword)
shi Meiguo rén. E; shi Mgiguo ren ma? (He's an
I"
_ l L i
E
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8 root, origin; M ;jS~ JFL» tree, wood
vo1ume(of books)
v b§n = m
10 see; read;
think that
9 say, speak i?}@J ;
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6. a. Nimgg d.'5u no ma? (Are you all well?)
b. damég (main gate)
7, T5 b sni Ziggguo réh. T5 shi §§iguo rén. (Hols not
English. He's American.)
a. min §13gPg1_ggg S111 bu shi Zlfongguo 1-én? (Is Mr. ‘Dian
Chinese?)
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UNIT II Review Exercises, Lessons Z-ll
‘Mao said: "How much is that book?9
2.T§§§JiR bi shi[méJni. (The character F534; is not the
character ‘ma; .)
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1 Pbut the exercise fog it is included here because vocabulary



























8'l‘his src air ’E3 (béi) and B (1:1) is from Unit I,
24-
I
4. Tish: G50 Iléojie, 51 yio Q§; zheiben xisoshuo ma?
8. Qég Xinsheng do given sh hen shgo. (Mr. Bai has very
by ' — — _ V ' 7 1 -Z1 B
5. 1§g réh shuo, Béi Wéhihin néng §§g'Y1nSW§n shi. (SOBB
people say that Bai wenshan can read English books.)
Goz: Mg; duosio qién flben?
I-3
I-*~%\
Yikuhi qién mg; §1b%n.
G50: H30. wé QE; 515%..
(Tian: Miss Gao, do you want to buy this novel?
Gao: How much does it sell for (per volume)?
Tianz It sells for one dollar (per volume).
Gao: O.K. I'll buy one volume.)
5. M§.§§gtai shi Qéxuésheng. (Mrs. Ma is a college student.)
6. W6'x1§ngyeo m§i flben éidisn, yige bong}. (I would like
to buy a dictionary and a notebook.)
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9. ii hui shub Zhngguo ggg ma? (Can you speak Chinese?)
Areas of Proportional Additional
I Similarity Similarity Confusion
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UNIT III Review Exercises, Lessons l§;1Z .
Wode efrgi kan]_=_e 'Ré'nm{n R‘ibao' J11‘: . (After my son
reads the Peog1e's Daily, he willlemht)
Ni Qéi 2&1 Xandong Daxué nian sh§ ma? (Are you still
studying at Far Eastern University?)
Neige Q§ggbiarde egg shi Béi Xianshengde ma? <13 that
car to the east Mr. Bai's?)
Women gigs ran don yao dao Shangi qu. (The four of us
want to go to Shansi.)
-v V‘*ilI \ ADonghgide tudi p_ Hunande da. (The territory of Man~
ohuria is larger than that of Hunan.)




»@1F?=%F 1% tiéié ~2= W =1?’
W’ 4; my jg ziééiiii 1,7); 1?»































6. §g;r ta jia lg Xidong Daxue hen yuan, keshi ta hai yao
7. Eéli de yé néh xiéo, g§an1 néh déi. (The fish in the
8. § Z51 eheng iicou gee 1h néiggg Z31 ehéng weitou i%u
9. Témen a6u shi §§u 1% §§,ae ma? (Did they all go by‘
10. §g§.zei ner de rén shi oong Zhngguo léé de. (The
I 11. Cheng Litou 1; xuekieo you ylli 1h. (The city is one
12. Qlgnién t5 yeo ngen Zhongwén. (This year he wants to
5. T5 shuo mingtian Qgjii Geo hibiir qu. (He said every-
i 1 ** ‘— 7'” I7 _' -1; iIén .. .. 1 -- \ / 1 v v - I ~
deo ner 4h nien shu. (Although his home is quite far
from Seton Hall University, he still wants to go there
to study.)
river are very small, but very beautiful.)
1h? (Did you walk inside the city or outside the city?)
foot?)




one is going to the beach tomorrow.)
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UNIT IV Review Exercises Lessons l 2
1. N‘eitiafo ni shi she'nmo sni1_1_q_g_ m‘é1 do? (When was that
ox bought?) V
j2..W3men méi gézi qg. (There's no way we can go.)
45¢ N§ige_i§yénxuéji§ nil shuo Zh5ngguo Qgé. (That
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4. Zheige shdian you yibéihgn Zhongwen sh, d6u shi





all of which are written in the vernacular language.)
v \ _ "' ' \ I \ "' I ¢ v I5. Ta hui shuo Yingguo Q55, neng ken Yingwen shu. Ta chang
chang nian'ShEnghu6'Huabad% (He can speak English and
, read English books. He often reads'LiIe' magazine.)
V \ \ q .. 1 \ I
~6. Qing wen, neiben ghg you tuggg mei you? (Excuse me,
does that book have illustrations?)
’rv ' v\ v v '\ I / l7. giran you yige wanhui, keshi wo bu zhidao shei lai.
(Although there is an evening party, I don't know who's
coming.)







close to the research institute?)
X \ \ Q I V \ \ Q .9. ianzai ta lai le. we kandejian ta. (She s coming now.
I can see her.)
10. Hen nén shuo tade jiazhang shi shei. (It's very hard
to say who his parents are.)
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. home from here isn't difficult. Ibu can walk. His
', Neige yanjigsheng shuo xueygongke hen géngyi. (That






(Although that scholarly journal is quite difficult to e
dread, he wants to try it and see.)
F. Jintigg wo méi you g5ng;§. (Today I have no free time.)h
...._ ..._..__.. .__ -.... _._. . _... .. ......v....-._. ...--...---- _- --....,..V> - - < ~ .-. ,------ ~m--.--- -v \ - --
; céhg zher dao Gab Xiansheng 315 qu hu.gé§. Ni keyi zou '
* home is very close to here.)
I
I -1-IL j it I
— ~ — 1 n-I
Ta 315 lg zher hen‘ ,j\in. (To go to Mr. Gao's
neige xuébao hen gégnian, Eeshi ta yao shishikan.h
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meaning of 'zhong biao' (clocks and watches)?) I
2. Ni
at
a businessman, he was very successful.)
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UNIT V Review Exercises
4
V Z51 zheige 1?11¢8u _1;:;a‘é1 xiaoxin. (You must be careful
this intersection.)’




5 dang maimairén de shihou, ta hen Qly
(D
Lessons 2
1. Ni dong 'zh3ng biao‘ de yisi ma? (Do you understand the I
1-4-1
0







==;.._.._ _ e a
513 I
5.215 aw faiitié
6. a r< »§*'?@; ;& a ax 41.
7. 4% 2 4; $ mp, Me.
8.-1;-Jmk 5% in ¢a=P>‘=’?%.
9. {§_~145];¥¢ 7§%-a’§7$:§.
no.





I Ma Xiansheng di #3 shu5 ta shi sh£y§ji§. (Mr. Ma told
me that he was an industrialist.)
6. W3 gén neige d'i_g_g_{_’_1 meii you lafiwkg. (I have no contacts
with that landowner.)
W3 Qangrén chéngching gen ea tan tiar. (Naturally I chat
with him often.)
Gao Taitai ninian dao Dizhong H51 qu. (Mrs. Gao goes
to the Mediterranean every year.)
Zhei liangge Meiguo daxue chabuduo. (These two American
colleges are about thesame.)
\ V I \ - an10. Ta zai neige xuexiao jiao shu? (What school does he
teach at?)
- / V \ \, 1 v(r)-;- \
. Ta hen xihuan zai neige xiaogggg*ch1 gag. (He really
likes to eat at that small restaurant.)
l2. Ta gggsu wo ta shi kaoggxuejia. (He told me that he
was an archaeologist.)  
15. T5 zhidao zub che bug§ zuo chuan hao. (He knows that
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1 nun -nu 1 — I
14. R§g§ ni jintian shang §§, qing AZ wen Bai Xiansheng
hao. (If you go to class today, please say hello to
Mr. Bai for me.)
1 I'v...v \ vi--lvs 15. Ni gei ta maide neige xiao feiji, jikuai qian? (How
much was that small airplane you bought for him?)%
|16. Woixiang tide jijian néh you yigi. (I think his
opinions are very interesting.)
l\I17. Tade chuan rongbuxia suoyoude gren. (His boat cannot
»accomodate all of the guests.)
1e. Zheige zn6ng1§§Q(r) de £1 shi ;;g;;1X de. (This middle
character is written in simplified form.)
19. Qing QEQ, nei liangge en; de zh5ng1i§g(r) 5%“ shénmo '
dongxi? (Excuse me, what is in between those two cars?)
I
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UNIT VI Review Exercises Lessons 1
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xiang ta shuo de hua shi zh3 (He says he simply
E",
does not know who that person is. I think what he says
is the truth.)
v ._ I / U \ I ... / /
Wo kaighi gei ninen Jieshgo Mao Xiansheng de shihou, wo
I
xiang ta hen buhaoyisi. (When I began to introduce Mr.
I
Mao to you, I think he was very embarrassed.)
zn‘e1 bén shT1 shi z\ai. Yuan’ onéo 1:13 de. Ni ‘DZ sh l§an_vég U
V \ I I /. V \le yihou, qing ni gei wo kan. (This book was written in
the Mongol Dynasty. After you finish reading it, please I
give it to me to read.) |
.. v Q ..- y \ iTade Meiguo kouyig zhen you yisi. (His American accent
is very interesting.)
.
W6'xi§ng neige lggrén g§§deshang Xibgi Daxuez (I think
that old person will pass the Northwestern University
entrance exams.)
wae ,j_;_L_‘é,-11¢ mfdén xué Faweln, éirgié’ xue’mi£1a’1y1‘{. (Not
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~— L I pin 1: |-1 < hi |-In
\ / ~" -. 1" \ '8. Neige hgizi yingggi ting hue. (That child should be
obedient.)
V
9. TE g§qin.g§itian ggi ta zuh zhngtsn chi.’ (Her mother
makes lunch for her every day.)
v‘V‘ \ v ‘10. W0 fugg shi Shenghgi rén. (My parents are from:
Shanghai.)
11. Neige m1e_gr_1_§ de _2@zuo he/n ygumiing. (That'soholar's i
literary work is very famous.) ‘A '
I
‘\ V \\ \ \ I12. Ta Qidi be Q; er ke nianwan; 10¢ (His younger brother
finished studying the second lesson.)
e
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of (a person)
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Same pronunciation
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UNIT VII Review Exercises, Lessons 12-41
v -‘\ ~ \\'/V v‘. \1. Women kai neige jinianhui yilai yijing you sige yue le.
(It's already been four months since we had that memorial
service.)
2. Tamende ygégzi li womende bu tai yuan. (Their garden is
not too far from ours.) ‘
worked for eight hours.)
#. Zhing Xiansheng yao Eaiggi xue zhengghixué. (Mr. Zhang
wants to start studying political science.)
5. Ma Si Yuan dao yige Xi§§gg guojia qu fangwen. (Ma Siyuan
is going to make an official visit to a Western country.)6Ji"""’I‘. ngli de jia 1i zher you wul_ lu. (The manager's house
, is five miles from here.)
5. ggétian ea gj§ le Bags zhongtou de shi. (Yesterday he l
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I7. E§de péngyou shichang V ' \
' stantly looking for work.)
'8. TE Qiye yihou, ta yao dao Zhongggé Mfnguo qu. (After he
l graduates, he wants to go to the Republic of China.)
1
1
wan; dong zou yili 15, 55 Jiushi we zh de difang. (Go I
east for a mile and there's the place where I live.) I
l T5 gh zai ner de ggyin shi féngqian hen shgo. (The I
I main reason why he lives: there is because the rent is
I very little.)
12. W6 ggi tamen Jieshao
(After I introduced them, they imediately wanted to getl
I married.)
15. T5 jie 18 hgg yihou, jiu kaiggl xue snéndixu6.1e. (After
he got married, he began learning sociology.)
| - .. ..
-l4.'Shibao'de zhbian tiantian aéi xi! yfge enégg. (The
gl chief editor of the ‘Times’ must write an editorial
every day.)
Xiansheng gh zai n5}? (Where does Mr. Wang live?)
zhao gongzuo. (My friend is con~ | l
V
\ yihou, tamen mashang yao jiéhn.
.. V\ \ ...
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UNIT VIII Review Exercises Lessons 4 -4





1. N! znbde b \ an b{"wo taitai zuode gang hg0Chl¢ (Your
home cooking is even better than my wife's.)
V
2. Mai neitiao shuigié y8h shénmo tiaojian? (What condi-
tions are there is selling that water-buffalo.)
bi neiben gang nib. (This historys
book is even better than that one.)
83
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w8 cha yia1§5 med zhg zhao wode sh. (I almost didn'to
find my book.)
Néige gani shi zai. 531' shihou x18 de. ('1-‘hat story) was
written in ancient times.)
Duobar de rén xxhuan ta gichulai de gimn. (Most people
liked the topic which he brought up.)
Jintian wanshang suoyoude Qzhang QQQ kii hui. (A11 of
the ministers;are holding a meeting tonight.)
’ I
ma Z51 yéngiezggg nian sh. ma kuéi yao niangég le. (He
is studying in graduate school. He will be finishing
soon.)
Zai Yuan Chao de shihou, jiushi you qiah de réh you
ygggzi. (At the time of the Mongol Dynasty, only t
wealthy people had courtyards.)
Neige biaodian yéh hgn au3 zhgng zhang b1§e. (That
watch store has many kinds of clocks and watches.)
w3 b dong zenmo zub neizhxng rén. (I don't understand
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Tade mgdi shi xu
natural science.)
jinianhui. (He said himself that there would be a
memorial service this morning.)
Y I ‘ \ \ / V . ‘ YN1 bu bi zuo fan, yinwei wo yijing ziji zuo le. (You
don't have to cook, since I already cooked myself.)
Neige zai waitou zuh shi de réh yé'y6u hgochu ye you
dganchu. (That man who is working outside has both
good points and shortcomings.)
W5 bu zhidao ta you nenmo duo de duanchu. (I didn't
u
know he had so many shortcomings.)
,} \ 0 \ \
_' 0 \ VW8 Jibuzhu ta ghg de difang, yinwei ta gaosu wo de shi-
hou,












(His goal is to study
~
wo mei zhyi ting. (I can't remember where he
Xiansheng shuo ni dgi zhuyi sisheng. (Mr. Wang
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19. Wo shuo ta yinggai gang dong zou, k Shl ta mei gggyi
wode hna. Suoyi, ta wangle zenmo zou le. (I said he
should go east, but he didn't pay attention to what I
said; so he forgot how to go.)
i
20. Ta bu zhuyi xiansheng de zhgyin shi ta bu xihuan tade
jiofa. (The main reason why he ignores the teacher is
that he doesn't like his teaching methods.)
21. Ta ziii shuo ta.1ibuzhu neige zi. (He said himself he
can't remember that character.)
,, \\22. Tade riji shi zai jiyuéh sing: nian faxian de. (His
diary was discovered in 400 A.D.)
25. ma zjging bé neige jnzi iixialai le. (He already
jetted down that sentence.)
..
__ § ..24. Dni ging gongye, ta yidiar jiggyan ye mei you. (He
doesn't have any experience at all regarding light
ind'l.15tI'y0 D
/ 8 -» \ \ -- \925. Neizh ng gongye shi zhong gongye. (What sort of
















28. Duqggg de keren dou dui ta shuo: ”yi1u.g§g5'an.” (Host
2 . Ta c6ng Béigigg niléi 1e yZn$u, gig $61 w6 aX'a£hnnuh
Neige da zhagg h§n.gg§gg,' (That big clock is heavy.) '
Ta bi dghg wei-shenmo neijian sh} nenmo gh§Qgyao. (He
doesn't understand why that matter is so important.)
-Q \ \ a \ " an I \ I t
'
‘ r
of the guests said "Bon Voyage" to him.)
le. (After he came back from Peking, he gave me a
phone call.)
TE bdan zue eue le, éiqig ye mél ygh mianzi 1e. (Not
only did he make a mistake, but he also lost face.)
__ ~
1 1 | " J
V.. CQKGLUSIONS
The booklet which has been presented here is an
A example or how Similar Form Characters can be arranged in
a convenient form which is useful to students of Chinese.
By studying this booklet in conjunction with Qggiggigg
Chinese Reader by John DeFrancis, not only can the student's
recognition of certain individual characters be reinforced,
but the student can see some of the ways in which Chinese
characters are confused for one another. It is hoped that
beginning students will gain some insight into how the
various components are arranged in characters and how
similar-looking characters may be similar, as well as dis-
tinct from one another.
The use of SFC's to produce a character contrast
booklet for BCR has been the immediate goal of this thesisi .
but once this has been accomplished, other possibilities
y for the use of SFC's in teaching Chinese become evident.
(1) Character contrast booklets could be devised, for inb
‘ stance, as supplements to other beginning reading texts in
Chinese, such as Read Qginese by Fang-yu Wang; or for use
in conjunction with higher-level texts, such as the other
books in the DeFrancis Reader series, namely Intermediate
 
Chinegg Reader and Advanced Chinese Reader. (2) Similar
Form Characters could also be used to teach simplified y -
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E icharacters, many or which are quite similar in torn and
often confusing to the student; or any other desired set or
characters. (5) Even the present SFC booklet for §Q§ could
be expanded at some time to include additional material for
‘student use, such as sample word combinations or phrases
for each character in the SFC pairs. This would give the
student an additional reference point for the recognition
.of individual characters. (4) Other kinds of materials
‘could be developed using SFG's tor teaching Chinese, such
ias contrasting SFC's on transparencies for use in opaque
projection, using SFO's along with individual characters on
flash cards, and so on.
Having now engaged in a study of how characters are
composed of various common strokes and components, and how
this common stock of subunits may lead to similarity among
characters and thus character confusion, I have become
increasingly interested in the areas of character perception,
recognition, discrimination, and reading. I would like, at
some time, to investigate further one or more or these
areas. I am interested, for example, in studying how the
reader visually perceives the character, that is whether in
terms of the whole character, components, strokes, parts oft
strokes, or some combination of these. I would like to
study in greater depth the structure of characters and
components; as well as the various reasons why students may
confuse certain characters, such as the similarity of com-; _| F In Inns: 1 i1 n—r' 1 i"—'l| 1-: _ J
__
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ponents or their spatial arrangements, similar character
pronunciation, etc.
"Another area of possible further study is the axpar-
s
imental determination of those characters which are most
commonly confused by students. This could be done by the
e recording and analysis of errors which students may make in
reading selected passages in Chinese. (I have already
discovered, through preliminary observations, that a student
can indeed misread a character because it is similar in form
to a character he has previously studied.) Finally, there
his the study of the recognition of the character by itself
as versus its recognition in words or phrases, or in the
larger context of sentences or paragraphs, and the intlue
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’ LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
ggg: Begéggégg Chinese Reader by John DeFrancis
Less.: Lassen
NC: New Character
\ SFC: Similar Form Character
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